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Ficha viaje

SPECIAL RALLY OFFERS-ESCORTED & SELF GUIDE TOURS 2013
RALLY FINLAND 3/4 o 5 Noches

No matter how many times one watches the former \'Rally of the
1000 lakes\', the sheer spectacle never fails to impress. Watching a
WRC car hurtle flat out over a 6th gear crest, landing some 40 or
50 metres later in a flurry of sparks and gravel, never loses it\'s
impact.

Neste Rally Finland is the fastest rally in the WRC, and the myriad
of gravel roads provide many access points to the stages which
coupled with our 40+ page Rally Info Pack and Map Book will
ensure you get to the best of the amazing high-speed action.With
over 19 years experience of spectator tours to Rally Finland we are
the acknowledged experts and believe us when we say that we
know where ALL the best yumps and jumps are!
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Itinerario ampliado
2013 RALLY FINLAND Aug 1st to Aug 3rd, Finland

Rally Info:

No matter how many times one watches the former \'Rally of the 1000 lakes\', the sheer spectacle
never fails to impress. Watching a WRC car hurtle flat out over a 6th gear crest, landing some 40 or
50 metres later in a flurry of sparks and gravel, never loses it\'s impact.

Neste Rally Finland is the fastest rally in the WRC, and the myriad of gravel roads provide many
access points to the stages which coupled with our 40+ page Rally Info Pack and Map Book will
ensure you get to the best of the amazing high-speed action.

With over 19 years experience of spectator tours to Rally Finland we are the acknowledged experts
and believe us when we say that we know where ALL the best yumps and jumps are!

So whether it\'s Self-drive or our Escorted Tour we\'ll make sure you\'re \'stage-side\' to see the best
action in the WRC as Mikko, Seb, Jari-Matti & Petter go head to head over the best stages in world
rallying.

Please select either the \'Escorted Tour\' or \'Self Drive\' buttons above for more information and
to book your trip to the WRC.

Incluido

No Incluido

Hoteles
Hotel Kerusselka - Set in the heart of the rally stages

Our hotel is based on the side of a picturesque lake in a typical Finnish setting and has a swimming
pool,  sauna,  jacuzzi,  tennis  courts  and restaurant/bar.  Hire  cars  can  be  collected  from either
Helsinki  (3-4 hours drive)  or Tampere airports (1.5 hours drive).  We are the ONLY UK travel
company to offer a genuine Hotel in the thick of the rally stages. The hotel is an easy 45-55 minute
drive from Jyvaskyla and just 20 minutes from the Jukojarvi stage and the famous jump on the Urria
stage!
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